As supervised person re-identification (Re-Id) requires massive labeled pedestrian data and it is very difficult to collect sufficient labeled data in reality, unsupervised Re-Id approaches attract much more attention than the former. Existing unsupervised person Re-Id models learn global features of pedestrian from whole images or several constant patches. These models ignore the difference of each region in the whole pedestrian images for feature representation, such as occluded and pose invariant regions, and thus reduce the robustness of models for cross-view feature learning. To solve these issues, we propose an Unsupervised Region Attention Network (URAN) that can learn the cross-view region attention features from the cropped pedestrian images, fixed by region importance weights on images. The proposed URAN designs a Pedestrian Region Biased Enhance (PRBE) loss to produce high attention weights for most important regions in pedestrian images. Furthermore, the URAN employs a first neighbor relation grouping algorithm and a First Neighbor Relation Constraint (FNRC) loss to provide the training direction of the unsupervised region attention network, such that the region attention features are discriminant enough for unsupervised person Re-Id task. In experiments, we consider two popular datasets, Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID, as evaluation of PRBE and FNRC loss, and their balance parameter to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed URAN, and the experimental results show that the URAN provides better performance than the-state-of-the-arts (higher than existing methods at least 1.1%).
I. INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification (Re-Id) is widely regarded as a retrieval problem, which is to determine whether there is a specific person in non-overlapped images or video sequences. The key to solve Re-Id task can be divided into two parts: how to extract more discriminating pedestrian features and how to match them more accurately. Though many person Re-Id approaches have been proposed for different scenarios, some specific problems have not been completely solved, such as occlusion and large pose variations (Figure 1 ). In real-world applications, these problems severely affect the effectiveness of person re-identification.
Specifically, person Re-Id is used for matching correct pedestrian in a target camera view given an image or video captured by other disjoint camera views. The popular
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jianqing Zhu . frameworks focus on training an identification model by using a large number of labeled image pairs from different cameras, which has made the matching accuracy a substantial improvement. However, most existing Re-Id models require tremendous labeled data which limits their scalability and flexibility in urgent application scenarios, since it is time-consuming and economy-expensive to label such a sufficient dataset manually, which stimulates us to study an efficient method for unsupervised person re-identification task. In previous researches, most of the person Re-Id models focus on distance metric learning [5] , [33] - [35] , [38] , [47] and feature learning [3] , [5] , [10] , [46] . Particularly, deep learning [14] , [25] , [31] , [36] , [37] has been adopted to person re-identification and achieved significant progress. For unsupervised person Re-Id models, they can be broadly divided into two categories: clustering based [18] , [41] , [42] , and transfer learning based [2] , [36] . For examples, Yu et al. [41] proposed an unsupervised asymmetric distance metric learning based on asymmetric K-means clustering to achieve the view-invariance. However, the clustering methods require hyper-parameters, distance thresholds or need to specify the number of clusters, which may mislead the soft labeling to guide the network training. Wei et al. [36] employed GAN to bridge the domain gap between person Re-Id datasets and learn transferring discriminative ability in source and apply it into unlabeled target domain. Nevertheless, these domain gaps are not easy to handle since it is difficult to choose a suitable source domain with minor distribution gap between target data.
Recently, several person Re-Id models researched on patch based feature extraction and metric learning, both for supervised and unsupervised approaches [26] , [40] . Sun et al. [26] proposed a part-based convolutional baseline to learn a convolutional descriptor consisting of several part-level features with a uniform partition strategy, and achieved competitive matching results. Yang et al. [40] proposed a patch-based unsupervised learning framework in order to learn discriminative feature from patches instead of the whole images. Authors further developed a PatchNet to select patches from the feature map and learn discriminative features for these patches in unsupervised manner. They both extract pedestrian features from each patch at the mean time and obtain the stateof-the-art results. The method demonstrates that the feature in each patch is more important than global feature in the Re-Id process. But nonetheless, each region or patch in pedestrian images have its own importance for feature extraction rather than contribute to feature extraction equally (in existing patch based methods), such as occluded pedestrian region and pose variant region should have lower contribution to the representation.
To address these drawbacks in existing person re-identification models, we propose an Unsupervised Region Attention Network (URAN) for unsupervised person Re-Id task. URAN learns the importance of pedestrian regions for occlusion and pose variance, and aggregates all region features generated by a backbone convolutional neural network into a importance-fixed discriminative representations, optimized by a Pedestrian Region Biased Enhance (PRBE) loss to make the importance more realistic. To afford a precise training direction on unlabeled pedestrian dataset (choosing negative and positive image pairs rationally), we also design an First Neighbor Relation Constraint (FNRC) loss to mark soft labels on each image and leverage similarities between their region attention features.
A. CONTRIBUTION
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as three points:
(1) We are the first to learn region attention features from pedestrian images, fixed by region importance weights on unlabeled pedestrian data. Then we design a pedestrian region biased enhance loss to produce the high attention weights for most important regions in pedestrian images.
(2) We design a first neighbor relation grouping algorithm and propose a FNRC loss to provide the training direction of unsupervised region attention network, such that the region attention features are discriminant enough for unsupervised person Re-Id.
(3) We conduct a series competitive experiments on two public person Re-Id datasets for URAN and analysis the influences of PRBE and FNRC losses, while the results prove the superiority of our URAN approach over the-state-of-thearts, and demonstrate the significance of PRBE and FNRC losses.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review and summarize three category researches that are related to our URAN approach, including supervised person Re-Id, unsupervised person Re-Id, and attention networks.
A. SUPERVISED PERSON RE-ID
Existing person Re-Id methods mainly employ supervised framework by learning effective distance metric or distance subspace [5] , [33] , [38] , [49] , learning view-invariant discriminative feature [10] , [16] , [46] , or deep learning technology [12] , [14] , [25] , [27] , [31] . Zheng et al. [45] mainly considered arising from pose variations and detector errors, and proposed the pose invariant embedding as a person descriptor. Particularly, some attention based models for person Re-Id [12] , [27] , [39] have been introduced for tackling the occlusion or pose variations of the person image. These attention based person Re-Id methods identified that the local feature learning methods are more generalizable and effective to the unseen identities. Such as Jiao et al. [12] proposed a novel joint attention person re-id architecture to learn two complementary feature representations by combining a soft pixel-level attention mechanism and a hard regionlevel attention mechanism; And Sun et al [27] designed a part-based convolutional baselines and a refined part pooling method to learn discriminative part-informed features for person retrieval. Furthermore, person re-identification can be regarded as an image retrieval application in real-world, and there also have several approaches to extract discriminant features together with semantic cues under supervised frameworks [9] , [28] . Tajeripour et al. [28] developed a novel approach to retrieve digital images from huge datasets which using texture analysis techniques to extract color and shape based discriminant features using the shape detection and texture feature operator of color local binary pattern and local variance. Fekriershad and Tajeripour [9] involved efficient texture analysis operations of local binary patterns (LBP), including noise resistant version of color LBP to decrease its sensitivity to noise, and a significant points selection algorithm to select important LBPs aiming at decreasing final computational complexity along with increasing accuracy rate.
However, supervised learning methods rely on plenty of manually labeled training images, which are time-expensive to collect and cannot be reliable in real-world applications. So the scalability and practicability of supervised learning methods is limited and these methods are lack of effective effects on unlabeled person re-identification datasets.
B. UNUPERVISED PERSON RE-ID
Although hand-crafted appearance features [16] , [22] , [46] can be directly applied for unsupervised person Re-Id, the performance is typically weak because it is very challenging to design a view-invariant feature. To achieve the viewinvariance, recent methods attempted to improve the feature representativeness [13] , [19] , [32] , [44] , or mine underlying labels in the unlabelled data [8] , [41] , [42] . In particular, Yu et al. [42] proposed an unsupervised asymmetric distance metric learning based on asymmetric K-means clustering to achieve the view-invariance. However, the pseudo labels of the images obtained by clustering may be noisy, because it may assign the same pseudo label to similar images with different identities, making it more difficult to distinguish the similar person. Besides, unsupervised person Re-Id models by cross-domain transfer learning [7] , [17] , [36] , [50] are proposed to leverage other labeled datasets to enhance the performance of models on the target dataset. Particularly, Wei et al. [36] introduced a strategy for exploiting GAN to bridge the domain gap for person Re-Id. Zhong et al. [49] proposed to share the source domain knowledge through attributes learned from labeled source data and transfer such prior knowledge to unlabeled target dataset. Zhong et al. [50] took three underlying invariances (i.e., camera-invariance, neighborhood-invariance, and exemplar-invariance) into consideration to solve the intra-domain variations in the target dataset. Lin et al. [17] aimed at solve the limitation of requiring a large number of labeled matching pairs for training to develop a novel unsupervised multi-task mid-level feature alignment network under the assumption that the source and target datasets share the same set of mid-level semantic attributes. Nevertheless, these transfer learning based unsupervised person Re-Id models can not bridge the domain gap effectively so that the transferred model also remain a large distance to application.
C. ATTENTION NETWORKS
Attention strategies are effective to make model focus on the most important area in images, and was firstly developed based on the reinforcement algorithm. Mnih et al. [21] merged the attention mechanism into RNN model for image classification task, hereafter it is successfully utilized on machine translation. Bahdanau et al. [1] firstly attempted to apply attention mechanism to machine translation. Specifically, it exploited an attention-like mechanism which simultaneously translate and align the source languages. Many self-attention models has been proposed for different tasks hereafter, i.e., attention clusters for video classification [20] , multi-head attention for machine translation [30] , and LSTM for machine reading [6] . For attention based person Re-Id, Jiao et al. [12] proposed an architecture called JA-ReID which combined a hard region-level attention and a soft pixel-level attention mechanism to learn two complementary feature representations. Li et al. [15] introduced a jointly learning attention selection and feature representation in a convolutional neural network by maximizing the complementary information of different levels of visual attention subject to re-id discriminative learning constraints, which relaxed the constraints of arbitrarily aligned person images potentially with large human pose variations and unconstrained autodetection errors in Re-Id tasks. Tay et al. [29] proposed a new architecture (AANet) that integrates person attributes and attribute attention maps into a classification framework to solve the person re-identification problem. These works illustrates the strong effectiveness of attention model for person re-identification. Inspired by them, we developed a region attention mechanism with a first neighbor relationship constraint to learn region-attention pedestrian features to overcome the occlusion and pose variance in unsupervised person Re-Id.
III. OUR APPROACH A. APPROACH OVERVIEW
In the past, some related works attempted to reduce the weights of occlusion regions and several earlier works tried to detect the occlusion regions and then remove the region features to address the problem of person Re-Id in regional occlusion. Inspired by these ideas, we propose an Unsupervised Region Attention Network (URAN) to address the influence of the occluded and pose variant regions in pedestrian images. The main idea is to automatically reduce or eliminate the effect of occluded and irrelated regions to the task of person Re-Id. Considering that large pose variance and occlusion can affect the feature extraction in pedestrian images, we design the region attention feature learning mechanism, and propose a Pedestrian Region Biased Enhance (PRBE) loss and a First Neighbor Relation Constraint (FNRC) loss as the optimizing direction of the URAN framework ( Figure 2 ). Firstly, each pedestrian image is cropped by their body parts (including head, torso, left arm, right arm, left leg, and right leg) according to 14 semantic joints, and the whole image and all parts are fed into a shared backbone convolutional neural network to learn feature representations. Secondly, we define a fully connected layer and sigmoid function to learn region weights for these features as importances for the whole image and each part. Thirdly, we concatenate each region feature with both of whole image features from two camera views and learn cross-view attention coefficient to learn the final feature representation for each pedestrian images. Detail process is drawn in Figure 3 .
B. PEDESTRIAN REGION ATTENTION FEATURE REPRESENTATION
This subsection introduces the pedestrian region attention feature representation mechanism, which is constituted by a region attention feature extractor, region weights learning module, and a cross-view attention module, illustrated in Figure 3 .
1) REGION ATTENTION FEATURE EXTRACTOR
We denote a pedestrian image in Probe as I p , its original image fed into backbone network as I p 0 , and then crop it into several region images I p 1 , I p 2 , · · · , I p n by n semantic parts using joint cues from OpenPose [4] . Furthermore, we denote the feature extractor as f (·) by the backbone convolutional neural network. We can obtain the region's feature
The major work after backbone network is to learn the region importance weight for I p 0 , I p 1 , · · · , I p n . Therefore, we build a fully connected layer f µ with sigmoid function following the backbone network to learn region weight µ i = f µ (F the synthetic feature for image I p , we calculate the region attention representation F p r by,
As for a pedestrian image in gallery I g , we can obtain its region attention feature F g r by,
where F p i is the i-th region feature of the gallery image. This strategy is superior to straightforward pooling methods to fusion the region features because they learn the final features employed their importance weight. Hereafter, F p r and F g r can be directly employed into the first neighbor relation grouping algorithm.
In reality, one of parts in pedestrian body represents more discriminative information than the whole image, so the importance for one of cropped region image attention features is larger than the whole pedestrian image feature with a margin. To make µ 0 , µ 1 , · · · , µ n more realistic, we propose a Pedestrian Region Biased Enhance (PRBE) loss as the guiding of learning region weights,
where α is the margin parameter mentioned above, µ max is the maximum importance weight in every cropped regions, and µ 0 is the region weight of the original pedestrian image. This PRBE loss is employed to ensure the attention ability to each cropped region, and makes final feature contains more region's information.
2) FIRST NEIGHBOR RELATION GROUPING ALGORITHM
In unsupervised person re-identification, a region attention feature extractor is not enough due to the lacking of image labels. Hence, this part focuses on solving this problem to produce soft positive and negative features, and proposes a first neighbor relation grouping algorithm ( Figure 4 ). We develop a novel clustering algorithm inspired by the first neighbor relation in [24] . For a training image I p in probe, there must be an image I g in gallery to make them both belonging to the same identity, and they are mostly mutually nearest neighbors to each other. Otherwise, they may belong to different pedestrian identities. Based on this assumption, we deign the first neighbor relation grouping algorithm in cross view pedestrian images.
Firstly, we calculate the distance rank lists for images of I p and I g separately, and the distance d between I p and I g is computed by,
where · is the Euclidean distance. We will discuss the affects of different distance metrics in Ablation Study (Section IV).
Secondly, the first neighbor of I p or I g can be obtained from the distance ranking list. From that, we define a N × N (N is the number of pedestrian images in each view, N = 10 in Figure 4 ) distance adjacent matrix A for two camera views(probe and gallery) by,
where κ 1 i denotes the first neighbor of i-th image in probe, κ 1 j is the first neighbor of j-th image in gallery. This formula can build the direct first neighbor and intermediate first neighbors relation between each samples in different views (shown in Figure 4 ). Finally, we built the soft positive and negative image pairs by the N × N distance matrix. For the image I p , we generate its positive sample feature P g in gallery by,
where i denotes the index of image I p , and F g rk is the region attention feature for k-th image in gallery.
Furthermore, the negative sample feature N g of I p is
The same as Eq.6 and 7, the generated positive and negative features P p and N p for I g are easily to obtained.
This average pooling for first(Other) neighbor features as positive(negative) sample feature is more robust than directly select the smallest neighbor in case that there are several similar negative samples.
3) CROSS-VIEW ATTENTION MODULE
The most challenging problem in person Re-Id is to overcome the cross-view variances, such as illumination, pose, background, and resolution. Although F p r and F g r can represent the region information for its original image, they can not handle these cross-view challenges. Therefore, we propose a cross-view attention module to make the region attention features robust to the variances. This module further refine the region weights by the generated cross view positive sample features.
To produce the refined weight ν = {ν 0 , ν 1 , . . . , ν n } for each region in image I p (I g ), we employ a fully connected layer f ν and its generated global positive sample feature P g (P p ) to conduct nonlinear transformation and concatenation,
where P p denotes the generated positive sample feature for image I g , and F g i is the i-th region feature of I g . Through this refined region weight, we calculate the crossview region attention features F p cr for I p and F g cr for I g by,
where F p cr and F g cr are the final representation in pedestrian matching procedure.
C. OVERALL LOSS FUNCTION
Through the obtained cross-view region attention features F p cr and F g cr , we update the cross-view positive and negative region attention featuresP g ,N g for I p by,
A(i, k)
where F g crk is the cross-view region attention feature for k-th image in gallery.
From these two generated cross-view region attention features, we design the First Neighbor Relation Constraint (FNRC) to promote the discriminative ability for the cross-view region attention features,
where m is the margin parameter. The final loss function for unsupervised region attention network is L = L fnrc + λL prbe (14) where λ is a balanced parameter between L fnrc and L prbe . Through minimizing the loss function L, our URAN can be optimized into an optical solution. Detail optimizing algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Unsupervised Region Attention Network (URAN)
Input: Pedestrian Data I p in probe and I g in gallery, cropping strategy for body joints, each image is resized as 224 × 224, and parameter λ, max iterations T = 50000. Generate soft positive and negative region attention features P g and N g for I p by Eq. 6 and 7, and P p for I g , separately.
Obtain cross-view region attention features F p cr and F g cr by Eq.9 and 10 for each image in probe and gallery. Update soft positive and negative cross-view region attention featuresP g andN g by Eq. 11 and 12, separately.
Optimize the network by minimizing the loss L Eq.14 using Adam optimizer.
If L (t) − L (t−1) < 0.0005: Return; end for VOLUME 7, 2019 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the evaluation results of URAN approach. We firstly describe the data settings used in this paper. Secondly, we compare with several current advanced unsupervised person Re-Id models. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed PRBE and FNRC losses, we also conduct an ablation study for them.
A. DATASETS AND SETTINGS
In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we implement a lot of experiments on two large person re-identification datasets, including Market1501 [46] , and DukeMTMC-reID [23] . These two datasets are large-scale and have various variations including viewpoint change, occlusion, illumination, pose, and background clustering.
1) MARKET1501 DATASET
is captured at a university campus by at most six cameras. It consist of 32,217 images of 1,501 pedestrians. Each pedestrians captured by at least two cameras. The pedestrian detection boundaries of 3368 query images are drawn manually, while the pedestrian detection boundaries in the gallery are detected by DPM detector. We use the standard dataset split (i.e., 751 identities for training and 750 for testing) and evaluate it on single-query evaluation settings.
2) DUKEMTMC-REID DATASET contains 36,441 images per person captured by 8 nonoverlapping camera views. DukeMTMC-ReID is sampled from the multi-camera tracking dataset DukeMTMC [48] and labeled tracklet bounding boxes manually. We split all of the 1812 pedestrian identities into training and test datasets, each of which has 906 identities. We also test person Re-Id task of DukeMTMC-reID in the single-query setting.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING AND EVALUATION PROTOCOL
In this subsection, we will introduce the experimental details, and evaluation criteria in our URAN approach.
1) EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS a: IMAGE CROPPED
Firstly, we employ OpenPose [4] to detect locations of 14 body joints (containing head, neck, 2 shoulders, 2 elbows, 2 wrists, 2 hips, 2 knees, and 2 ankles). Then we divide them as six semantic human region parts, including head, torso, left arm, right arm, left leg, and right leg. Detail crop strategy is illustrated in Figure 5 . The six region images will be fed into the URAN network along with the original pedestrian image.
b: NETWORK CONFIGURATION
To extract the representative features from cropped images, we mainly adopt the ResNet-50 [11] as the backbone network for feature extractor, pre-trained on ImageNet. The last FIGURE 5. An example of our pedestrian image cropped method. We employ OpenPose to detect 14 body joints from pedestrian images, and then obtain 6 region part crops according to the joint division, including head, torso, arms, and legs.
pooling layer of ResNet-50 is used for pedestrian region basic feature representation.
c: TRAINING
The input regions and whole pedestrian images are resized into size of 224 × 224 with batch size of 128. We set the learning rate initialized at 0.01 and decayed to 0.0001 after 50 epochs. When optimize the PRBE and FNRC losses, we set the balance parameter as λ = 0.6 of Market1501 and λ = 0.5 of DukeMTMC-reID, α = 0.3 in Eq. 3 and m = 0.8 in Eq.13 equally to each dataset. The training is implemented by the Pytorch framework on Nvidia GTX 2080Ti GPU (Ubuntu 16.04 LTS), and spend 120 and 140 minutes for Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets, respectively. Besides, our network spends six minutes to output the testing accuracy for each dataset.
2) EVALUATION PROTOCOL
To measure the performance of our approach, we adopt Rank-m matching accuracy and Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves to evaluate the Re-Id results. We will introduce these two criteria below.
a: RANK-m ACCURACY
For pedestrian feature representations, we compute the similarities between the probe and every images in the gallery. Then, we sort the gallery images as a ranking list by their similarities in descending order. The rank-m accuracy is the accuracy of true matching pedestrian sample in top-m samples of the ranking list. This rank-m matching strategy can be utilized to boost the efficient person re-identification for realistic applications.
b: CMC CURVE
Cumulative Match Characteristic curve is a precision curve that provides detection or recognition precision for each rank. This evaluation is widely adopted in various person re-identifications models. The horizontal line is the rank of recognition, and the vertical line is the precision percent. For example, the rank-1 recognition rate is indicated in first element, the rank-2 accuracy is indicated in second element and so on. As a result a non-decreasing curve will result which FIGURE 6. Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves of average matching rates on Market1501 (a), and DukeMTMC-reID (b) datasets. The rank-1 matching rate is marked before the name of each method.
indicates identification rate in each rank, and the identification rate for the last rank is equal to 1.
C. COMPARED BASELINES
To demonstrate the advantages of URAN, we compare it with several advanced unsupervised person Re-Id methods, including UMDL (2016) [22] , PUL (2017) [8] , CAMEL (2017) [41] , PTGAN (2018) [36] , SPGAN (2018) [7] , MAR (2019) [43] , PAUL (2019) [40] , and ECN (2019) [50] .
The compared advanced methods are either clustering or transfer learning based approaches for unsupervised person re-identification. UMDL [22] is a multi-task dictionary learning approach which is able to learn a data-shared but target-data-biased representation; PUL [8] is a progressive unsupervised learning method which trained by iterating between pedestrian clustering and fine-tuning of the convolutional neural network; CAMEL [41] aims to learn an asymmetric distance metric for each view and finds a shared space where view-specific bias is alleviated; PTGAN [36] is proposed for bridging the domain gap between source and target data by a person transfer generative adversarial network; SPGAN [7] introduces the similarity preserving cycle consistent generative adversarial network into an unsupervised domain adaptation approach which generates images for effective target-domain learning; MAR [43] is a deep learning model for the soft multilabel learning for unsupervised person Re-Id task, achieved by the soft multilabel-guided hard negative mining to learn a discriminative embedding for the unlabeled target domain by exploring the similarity consistency of the visual features and the soft multilabels of unlabeled target pairs; PAUL [40] is a patch-based unsupervised learning framework to learn leverages similarity between patches to learn a discriminative model; ECN [50] introduces an exemplar memory to store features of the target domain and accommodates the three invariance properties, which enforce constraints over global training batch without significantly increasing computational cost.
D. RESULTS
We conduct several experiments to validate the competitiveness of URAN, compared with the baselines. The results is summarized in Table 1 . For evaluated datasets, URAN achieves 76.2% rank-1 matching accuracy on Mar-ket1501, and it obtains 73.8% rank-1 matching accuracy on DukeMTMC-reID dataset, both of which are superior to the compared baselines simultaneously. From their CMC curves in Figure 6 , it can be seen that the curves of URAN in different ranks are higher than all the existing unsupervised person Re-Id models. That demonstrates the competitiveness of URAN over existing unsupervised Re-Id models.
Compared with baselines, our approach outperforms them at least 1.1% (76.2%-75.1%) (Market1501) and 1.8%(73.8%-72.0%)(DukeMTMC-reID), and URAN leaves the most baselines a large margin since the region attention and first neighbor relation constraint module can solve the cross-view pose variance and occlusion problem more effective than existing unsupervised person Re-Id models. The CMC curves in Figure 6 also illustrate the advantages of URAN in rank-m matching accuracies. Furthermore, these VOLUME 7, 2019 baselines are either clustering or transfer learning based approaches, and their performances are all weaker than our URAN method, so that proves URAN not only designs a robust feature representation, but also proposes an useful clustering algorithm to provide the training direction.
To show several region importances, we enumerate four cropped pedestrian regions in Figure 7 , which shows their region importance weights in different colors. It can be seen that the occluded and pose variant regions have lower importance than the normal regions. That demonstrates the unsupervised region attention network can extract robust features though occlusion and pose invariants in person re-identification.
E. ABLATION STUDY
In this subsection, we further validate the effects from the region attention module, and the first neighbor relation constraint module, which are the most novel components in our proposed unsupervised region attention network.
1) EVALUATIONS ON MAIN MODULES
To evaluate the effect of region attention module, we remove the feature extraction for the cropped regions, while only learn global representation F 0 from the original pedestrian image. This method is denoted as Unsupervised Global Feature Network (UGFN). In additional, we remove the fully connected layers for µ and ν, and set µ = ν = 1 (without L prne ) constantly to show the importance of the region weights, which is defined as Unsupervised Region Network (URN).
As for validating the first neighbor relation constraint module, we replace the first neighbor grouping algorithm by k nearest neighbor algorithm, which regards average of the top-k samples as positive samples, and the average of bottom-k samples as negative samples. This modified method is called Knn Region Attention Network (KRAN).
In extensive experiments, we receive their rank-1 matching accuracies summarized in Figure 8 . From the results, we can see that the proposed URAN has a large improvement (at least 10.1%) from the modified baselines. This achievable performance illustrates that the region attention module and first neighbor relation constraint module are the key important development from existing unsupervised matching models.
2) PARAMETER ANALYSIS
Moreover, to evaluate the influence of the PRBE loss, we change the value of parameter λ and obtain rank-1 accuracies of λ = [0 : 0.1 : 1]. The results are drawn in Figure 9 , and it shows that the optical values of λ are 0.6 for Market1501, and 0.5 for DukeMTMC-reID. When λ = 0, the rank-1 accuracy is the lowest in them. When λ = 1, the accuracy of Market1501 is 60.8%, and the accuracy of DukeMTMC-reID is 57.2%, which shows the positive effect of PRBE loss on URAN model.
3) PERFORMANCE ON PARTIALLY OCCLUDED PEDESTRIAN IMAGES
In order to discuss about the effectiveness on pedestrian images which the structure of the body is not fully visible, we conducted experiments on generated partially occluded datasets. Considering that the occlusions in real-world are partially in a limited scale, we utilized a mask with white pixels instead of a body part which is randomly selected for every images in Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID. The experimental results on generated Partially Occluded datasets are reported in Table1, which is denoted as URAN_P (the last row). From the result of URAN_P, our URAN achieves a satisfactory accuracy with 61.5% on Partially occluded Mar-ket1501 and 59.8% on Partially occluded DukeMTMC-reID. The experiment shows that our URAN can solve the occluded pedestrian image matching more than half situations, due to the employment of the region attention model and first neighbor relation constraint module.
4) PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT DISTANCE METRICS
To discuss the efficacy of different distance metrics used in Eq.4, we replace the Euclidean distance by Cosine similarity 
where S −1 denotes covariance matrix of F p r and F g r . We reported the matching accuracies of using different metrics in Eq.4, and concluded the results in Table 2 . The ranges of rank-1 accuracy are [75.4, 76.2] of Market1501 and [72. 6, 73.8] . The variation between them is limited and rank-5, rank-10 are also changed in a limited range, which demonstrates that the distance metric in Eq.4 is not a main factor for our URAN method, but the region attention model and first neighbor relation constraint module are significantly effective mechanism for unsupervised person re-identification. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose an unsupervised region attention network (URAN) for person re-identification in realistic scenario, which focus on solving the cross-view variations in pose variant, and occluded regions in unlabeled pedestrian images. Our approach learns the cross-view region attention features, fixed by region importance weights on pedestrian images, optimized by a first relation constraint grouping algorithm. This algorithm is designed for generating soft positive and negative region attention features to point the training direction for the network. Efficient experiments demonstrate the superiority of URAN over other unsupervised person Re-Id models, and ablation study indicates the significant improvement on matching accuracy by the cross-view region attention module and first relation grouping algorithm.
In future, we will develop the region attention module on video-based person re-identification task, which will extract the temporal-region attention features in pedestrian frame sequences. That will exploit more spatio-temporal information for pedestrian matching than image-based methods, and may achieve a desirable performance under unsupervised framework.
